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It's Daniel's birthday, and Megabat wants to join in all the fun, but his excitement gets the best
of him and suddenly the birthday celebrations are on the brink of disaster. The next laugh-outloud book in this sweet and funny chapter book series featuring a talking bat. Daniel isn't in the
birthday party mood. He hates his new glasses -- they're dorky, and he feels silly in them.
Megabat LOVES Daniel's new face windows! They make him dizzy and his tummy feel funny.
And he loves parties even more! Daniel starts planning his party, and things are looking up -all of his friends are excited, and he has some fun games planned. Plus: presents! Megabat's
party excitement is losing steam. He has to hide the whole time. He can't eat any of the
delicious buttermelon. And he can't participate in any games, even though it's the thing he
wants most in the WHOLE WIDE WORLD. When Megabat loses his temper and breaks
Daniel's best birthday gift, he realizes he's been a bad friend and gives Daniel what he thinks is
the best possible gift: he runs away. But being alone in the big, wide, world is harder than he
thought. Kass Reich's adorable illustrations paired with Anna Humphrey's hilarious text make
for another unforgettable Megabat adventure, one that will appeal to Megabat fans and
newcomers!
The Very Hungry Caterpillar celebrates birthdays, from presents and balloons to cake.
This 10th Birthday Gift / Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique birthday card /
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idea as a present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110 blank lined pages
for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.
My birthday is 5 months, 3 weeks, 2 days, and 8 hours away. Today I'm starting to plan my
party. So what if the Big Day's not exactly around the corner? This little girl is planning her
party now. She has to, if she wants to have the best birthday party ever. She'll have the tallest
birthday cake in the world, plus camels, elephants, a ferris wheel (of course), and a castle . . .
with a moat. Kids will laugh out loud at the girl's wild plans, and love the oh-so-sweet ending,
which involves a modest but fun party. Jennifer LaRue Huget and LeUyen Pham brilliantly
capture what it feels like to be the Birthday Girl—a feeling many children will relate to.
Celebrate your unique self with Dr. Seuss and the Great Birthday Bird in the ultimate birthday
book! A perfect gift for Seuss fans or anyone blowing out the candles for another year! Today
you are you! That is truer than true! There is no one alive who is you-er than you! In the picture
book Happy Birthday to You!, Dr. Seuss has crafted the perfect celebration of the person you
were born to be. When the Great Birthday Bird arrives to usher in your "Day of all Days," you
can expect a colorful romp full of fantastical fun that is all about YOU! With birthday festivities
on every page, readers go on a journey that teaches them to celebrate being
themselves—every single day of the year! This joyful classic rejoices about the things that make
you unique! It's the essential birthday gift for ages one to 101—from the one and only Dr.
Seuss!
Level 10 Unlocked Journal is the perfect Birthday gift to show your loved one how you
appreciation for them and care for their birthday. This is a funny birthday gift under 10 dollars
and it's really good because this notebook has a Convenient size to take anywhere, and it has
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110 blank lined
pages, can be used as journal, notebook, planner or doodle book. You can
also give it as birthday gift card or birthday card and many more...
Look who's turning 10 this year? Funny sloth congratulates on his birthday! Make that birthday
celebration unforgettable with this beautiful guest book and keepsake. Perfect to use at your
special event and occasions Birthday party for your babies. - Large 8.5 x 8.5-inch square
design - Plenty of room for your guests to write in - Space for over 100 guests - Elegant page
design - Glossy softcover A wonderful keepsake that can be read again and again to relive a
birthday that will never be forgotten.
This cute Boston Terrier Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique Birthday Keepsake book and
makes the perfect gift for men women and Kids. More details include: Happy Birthday
message on the first page 120 High Quality white pages for party guest's messages and
wishes or for journaling A beautifully designed Soft Cover. A portable 6"x9" size, easy to carry
around. Don't buy another birthday card, use this Birthday Book and keep your memory
forever!
Happy 10th Birthday Guest Book. This Birthday Guest Book contains: 'To Celebrate' title page
for writing the birthday person's name and date 100 individual high quality cream paper pages
for guests to write in their names and wishes / messages Premium paperback with glossy
cover finish Size 8.5 x 8.5 in (21.6 x 21.6 cm) This Guest Book is for Birthday party and
celebration of the one you love. This is a wonderful way to invite and ask guests to write down
their Birthday wishes and any good memories shared together with the Birthday person. It will
be a great keepsake gift for the Birthday person and everyone invited. Have a great wonderful
Birthday!
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This cute Corgi
Lover Birthday Gift is also a unique Birthday Keepsake book and makes the
perfect gift for men women and Kids. More details include: Happy Birthday message on the
first page 120 High Quality white pages for party guest's messages and wishes or for
journaling A beautifully designed Soft Cover. A portable 6"x9" size, easy to carry around. Don't
buy another birthday card, use this Birthday Book and keep your memory forever!
Happy Birthday Tony is a personalized kids activity book, it includes personalized crosswords,
word searches, number puzzles, jokes, drawing and coloring >It is suitable for children
between 6-11 years old It is the perfect birthday present for Tony, and is a great keepsake for
parents to remember their child's early years and birthdays This personalized book is available
for other names also This is a great gift for children and an amazing keepsake for parents
Happy Birthday Tony
Lined 6x9 journal with 100 blank pages. This is the perfect and inexpensive minimalist
Typographic birthday gift to sketch, put stickers, write memories, or take notes in Get yourself
this amazing journal gift now
Happy Birthday! 10: 10th Birthday Gift Book for Messages, Birthday Wishes, Journaling and
Drawings. for Dog Lovers!Independently Published
This Mermaid is 10 Journal is the perfect Birthday gift to show your loved one how you
appreciation for them and care for their birthday. This is a funny birthday gift under 10 dollars
and it's really good because this notebook has a Convenient size to take anywhere, and it has
110 blank lined pages, can be used as journal, notebook, planner or doodle book. You can
also give it as birthday gift card or birthday card and many more...
Joyful and utterly unique, this vibrant picture book celebrates the best birthday gift of all: a
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is yours to unwrap. Wise and infinitely cozy, Mary Lyn Ray's simple text and
Cindy Derby's fluid, playful illustrations invite readers of all ages to view that most extraordinary
of ordinary days in a simple but festive new light, as if for the first time. What makes birthdays
special? Whether you are turning three or one hundred and three, whether you are feted by
others or sing yourself happy, the anticipation and surprise of the day you were born never fail
to deliver "that shivery feeling that belongs only to a birthday." An ideal gift for new and
expectant parents, for children marking a birthday or attending their first party--for everyone
who was ever born! This exuberant celebration in words and pictures will leave you feeling a
warm connection to the cycle of life and growth.
10th Birthday Gift This 10th Birthday Journal / Diary / Notebook makes an awesome unique
birthday card / greeting card idea as a present! This journal is 6 x 9 inches in size with 110
blank lined pages for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching. This book is
convenient and the perfect size to carry anywhere for writing, journaling and note taking. PR
Lined notebooks Can Be An Ideal Gift For Any Occasion! Such As: Birthday Gifts Diary Gifts
Activities and Hobbies Gifts Birthday Gifts (c)
Based Exodus 2:1-10, 1 Samuel 1, Luke 2:1-20, Mark 10:13-16 for children.
"With Seussian stuff to touch, spin, and sniff. Based on and inspired by Dr. Seuss's Happy
birthday to you!"--Cover.
"It's Blue's birthday, which can mean only one thing: a special birthday game of Blue's Clues!
Help Josh as he sets up for Blue's party and tries to find the perfect gift."-Find out what your birthday says about you and what your friends' birthdays say about them in
this utterly compelling gift ebook. What makes me me? Who am I most compatible with? How
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turn out? Shelley von Strunckel is an expert at answering all these questions and
more for her celebrity clients and in her newspaper columns. Use your birthday to identify key
personality traits and entertain friends and family by revealing theirs. Harnessing the power of
astrology in an entertaining and informative way, you'll learn about the dates, numbers, colors,
and even foods with which each person is most compatible. With descriptions of every birth
day of the year, The Birthday Book is written in an easy-to-understand style, beautifully
illustrated, and includes information. It is an at-a-glance reference guide to astrology,
numerology, and tarot that will entertain you, your friends and family for years to come.
This unicorn Journal Notebook is the perfect birthday gift for a girls 10th birthday. She can do
all the sketches and ideas to celebrate her birthday party. Perfect gift idea for a girl who needs
a diary and a notebook. Unicorn lovers will love this journal. This journal includes 100 pages,
6x9 inches.
A joyful picture book that celebrates every kid's favorite day of the year, full of adorable art
from the illustrator of Goodnight Goodnight Construction Site and I Wish You More. The most
important rule is #1: It must be your birthday. After that's been established, a crew of hilarious
animals help picture book pros Tom Lichtenheld and Beth Ferry take readers through a joyous
romp that covers the most important elements of every year's most essential holiday, including
singing; closing your eyes and making a wish; blowing out candles on a cake, then settling into
bed and dreaming of your wish coming true.
Addy™, Josefina™, Kirsten™, Molly™, and Samantha™ star in a Little Golden Book for the first
time ever—just in time to celebrate 35 years of American Girl! Celebrate the birthday of
American Girl with this first Little Golden Book featuring Samantha, Molly, Kirsten, Josefina,
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Addy, and other
beloved characters. Take a peek into how each of these girls enjoyed her
birthday during her unique times in U.S. history. Featuring full-color illustrations and a diverse
group of American Girl characters from a variety of historical settings, this Little Golden Book is
perfect for girls and boys ages 2 to 5, and collectors of all ages! Introduced in 1986, American
Girl's flagship line of historical characters features 18-inch dolls, books, and accessories that
give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country.
Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consumer recognition. They feature beloved classics,
hot licenses, and new original stories . . . the classics of tomorrow.
In the thrilling, suspenseful new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de
la Cruz, all of Ellie de Florent-Stinson’s secrets come to light in one eventful evening full of
twists, turns, and surprises. Before she became a glamorous fashion designer, Ellie de FlorentStinson was a trailer-park teen about to turn sixteen. But a night of birthday celebration
doesn’t go exactly as planned and descends into a night she’ll never be able to forget. Now,
on the cusp of her fortieth birthday, it appears Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a
handsome husband; an accomplished, college-age stepdaughter; a beautiful ten-year-old girl;
adorable and rambunctious six-year-old twin boys; lush, well-appointed homes in Los Angeles,
Park City, and Palm Springs; a thriving career; and a dazzling circle of friends. Except
everything is not quite as perfect as it looks on the outside—Ellie is keeping many secrets. But
hiding those skeletons has a cost, and it all comes to a head the night of her fabulous birthday
party in the desert—where everyone who matters in her life shows up, invited or not. Old and
new friends and frenemies, stepdaughters and business partners, ex-wives and ex-husbands
congregate, and the glittering facade of Ellie’s life begins to crumble. Beautifully paced and full
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The Birthday Girl is an enthralling tale of a life lived in shadow and its unavoidable
consequences.

Today’s your birthday, shout HOORAY! It’s your special day today. We love the
things that make you, YOU! Let’s celebrate the whole day through.
This is the 10th Birthday notebook. This notebook is a perfect gift for birthday.
The notebook is useful as a school composition book, journal, diary, logbook, or
for creative writing such as poetry. This is 100 pages 6''x9'' a lined, Blank lined
journal notebook and daily dairy.
Wanna see if we have the age you are looking for on any of our birthday books?
Just search the words level up designs + the age you are looking for + birthday,
for example: level up designs 18th birthday. This large print internet password
organizer makes the perfect birthday gift! People of all ages need a way to keep
and organize all those hard to remember website usernames and passwords.
After all, there is nothing more irritating than trying to log into a website and
getting that lovely message, "Incorrect Username or Password." UGH! With this
book that will be a problem no more. The first page of the book features space for
up to 5 wireless networks along with their locations and passwords. This book
also features space to list 288 internet accounts including: Account/Website
Name Username Password Email Pin Code Security Question Other features
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include: Pages are in alphabetical order. Nice wide lines with plenty of space to
write. A large book size of 8 1/2" x 11" so it can be easily found. Search "Level
Up Designs Happy Birthday Books" or click on our name above and check out
our wide variety of awesome birthday books.
The Nice Icy Land was crackling with busy-ness. It had taken weeks and a lot of
whispery chirps for Tacky the Penguin’s friends to plan a Perfect Surprise
Birdday Party for him on his special hatchday. With songs, presents, cake, fishy
ice cream, and surprise entertainment from Iglooslavia’s own Twinklewebs the
Dance Queen, how could anything go wrong? But it’s a comedy of errors . . . and
all is far from perfect. Luckily, Tacky’s good cheer—and his flippity dance
moves—save the day with a flap of his flippers and a tap of his tippywebs.
Munsinger’s adorable, expressive penguin illustrations are the icing on the cake.
Are you looking for a unique birthday keepsake book? This 7" x 10" birthday
journal notebook not only has 80 lined pages for journaling but also includes 40
blank pages for guests to write their happy birthday messages to the birthday
celebrator. Or they can be used for doodles, sketches or any other way you want.
With the kind words from loved ones and the ability to journal this birthday
keepsake is the ultimate happy birthday book. Makes the perfect birthday gifts for
men, women and kids of all ages whether they were born in 1917 or 2012. Just
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click on Dartan Creations to see hundreds of other journal styles and options.
Illustrations and rhyming text present some of the different ways a dinosaur can
make her birthday party special, from thanking guests for their gifts to sharing
large pieces of cake. Full color.
Stay organized with our essential standard size 6 x 9 inch (15.24 x 22.86cm) 10
Happy Birthday Blank Lined Journal, made to fit perfectly in a backpack or
satchel. The quality and stunning cover design will be the joy and pride of every
10 year old. Do you know someone whose 10th birthday is coming up? Put a
smile on their face, as it is the perfect gift for birthdays and a good alternative to
birthday cards! This 10 Happy Birthday Journal features: 118 crisp white pages;
Great quality pages (minimizes ink bleed-through) and sturdy enough to be used
with fountain pens; High-quality binding (the same as the books at your local
library); Tough glossy paperback. Receive it in no time by clicking on the Buy
Button at the bottom of the page.
It's Peppa's birthday and she is very excited. There is going to be a party - with
presents and games and a cake - hooray! There will even be a special show from
Magic Daddy. Abracadabra! But will Peppa's birthday wish come true when she
blows out her candles? A board picture book story that's perfect for reading at
bedtime, playtime and over and over again!
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Looking for the perfect gift for your Kid, Friend, Husband, Wife, Family Member's
birthday? Hand over this well-crafted, quality notebook for school, uni, office, or
home! suitable for scribbling notes, lessons, drawings, thoughts, ideas, quotes,
prayers, and mantras. Features: 6 x 9 Inches Format 110 Pages Tough
Paperback, Book Industry Quality Binding
Great gift for one year old boy. A really cute birthday book with sweet and simple
rhymes, and cute and silly pictures. "You might have cotAdd a personalized book
with his name. Copy and past theton candy...and you might play on the slide! Or
maybe a nice puppet show, if you all stay inside. They'll bring balloons and
presents...and there might just be a clown! And some of your good buddies will
be jumping up and down!" Add a personalized book with your child's name. Copy
and paste the following address into your browser to go to my facebook page.
You can search for your child's name there and it will link you back to the
Amazon listing. https:
//www.facebook.com/pg/sneakysnailstories/shop/?ref=page_internal If you would
like to see some sample pages, copy the following web address paste it into your
browser. http: //www.bookemon.com/read-book/661681 (Make sure you come
back!) Better than a birthday card, get them a book! It's sure to make them smile.
See all of my other Sneaky Snail Stories by searching for "Sally Helmick North." I
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have lots of cute stories to choose from.
This unicorn Journal Notebook is the perfect birthday gift for a girls 10th birthday.
She can do all the sketches and ideas to celebrate her tenth birthday party.
Perfect gift idea for a girl who needs a diary and a notebook. Unicorn lovers will
love this journal. This journal includes 100 pages, 6x9 inches.
A 52-page hardcover children's book celebrating the wildlife, geography and
magic of Maine through the birthday stories and special wishes of animal friends,
The Maine Birthday Book is from the imagination of Maine native, Tonya
Shevenell, with watercolor illustrations by Laura Winslow.Birthday stories abound
when a thoughtful chickadee asks his friends from all over Maine's woods,
waterways and wilderness a special question: what do you wish for? Join
Doodles, a puffin from Knox County; Socks, a black bear from Penobscot
County; Chester, a snowshoe hare from Franklin County and the rest of the
animal friends for a party to be enjoyed any day of the year.
It's Amanda's 11th birthday and she is super excited---after all, 11 is so different
from 10. But from the start, everything goes wrong. The worst part of it all is that
she and her best friend, Leo, with whom she's shared every birthday, are on the
outs and this will be the first birthday they haven't shared together. When
Amanda turns in for the night, glad to have her birthday behind her, she wakes
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up happy for a new day. Or is it? Her birthday seems to be repeating iself. What
is going on?! And how can she fix it? Only time, friendship, and a little luck will
tell. . .
To Do Today: Turn 10 Journal is the perfect Birthday gift to show your loved one
how you appreciation for them and care for their birthday. This is a funny birthday
gift under 10 dollars and it's really good because this notebook has a Convenient
size to take anywhere, and it has 110 blank lined pages, can be used as journal,
notebook, planner or doodle book. You can also give it as birthday gift card or
birthday card and many more...
An imaginative young child has a wonderful time playing with a box he receives
for his birthday. On board pages.
Happy Birthday Una is a personalized kids activity book, it includes personalized
crosswords, word searches, number puzzles, jokes, drawing and coloring >It is
suitable for children between 6-11 years old It is the perfect birthday present for
Una, and is a great keepsake for parents to remember their child's early years
and birthdays This personalized book is available for other names also This is a
great gift for children and an amazing keepsake for parents Happy Birthday Una
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